AWAAZ
-Break the silence

Introduction:
Awaaz is a platform for emphasizing the power of speech, enhancing critical thinking, and soft
skills that are necessary to cope up with the real life situations. This helps the students in
expressing every thought through their words .This acts as a suitable platform to hone their
literary talents with productive suggestions, healthy criticism and heartfelt appreciation.

How has AWAAZ started?
In this corporate world where soft skills matters than technical, the need for such literary clubs is
more in technical colleges. Also, as the year is passing on, the number of students that are being
selected in campus drives is gradually decreasing. For this very reason, the final students of our
college in 2012, thought to start a platform that enables everyone to think for a while and
provides a platform to practice by keeping the motto as to make the students of our college
“BREAK THE SILENCE” which most of the students face while speaking in a crowd and
especially while facing an interview. This very thought lead to the start of AWAAZ in 2012.
This, Literary Club triggered conducive thoughts in its members, encouraged them to give it
expression and inspired them to the course of progressive action.

Objectives:
To encourage the student’s skills of expression and creative writing.
To enhance their thinking and speech through various events conducted in sessions.
To let everyone talk at least for a one minute on the dais.
This is not a platform for the only one who can speak better English but it is for those who has
zeal to improve their skills.

For the last 3 years, Awaaz has been conducting various events on weekly basis empowering the students
in the language skills , team work, presentations, spontaneity and leadership. We provide an opportunity
to speak, learn and mobilize themselves to the new world where they are recognized as number one in
crowd.
The list of activities organized by us is Group discussion, Debate, JAM, Extempore, Mock Interview,
Presentations, Youth parliament, Picture perception, Role play & story narrations, Floor crossing,

Fabulist, Read & Infer, word building and spelling competitions and many group tasks to make students
with team work. Each event has its specific impact on the students.

The following are the events usually conducted in
Regular Awaaz Sessions:
Jam and Extempore:
Group Discussion and Debate:
Picture Perception:
Role Play and Mock Press:
Mock Interview:
Story narrations and fabulist:
Floor crossing:
Youth parliament:
AWAAZ in our college:

